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InstructionsInstructions

Apply sealing tape. Mount roof hooks.

Cover roof tiles. Press on lead apron. DONE!

Secure metal tiles to roof battens 
using sealing screws.

Install Ziegel König metal tiles.Roof tiles expose.
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• Do not leave chips on the sheet: It is important to ensure that no metal chips or 

foreign objects remain on the surface of the sheet tiles. These can cause scratches and 

damage the protective layer.

• Use seals for the screws: When installing the sheet tiles, it is crucial to use seals or

washers for the screws used. This prevents moisture from getting under the tiles and 

promotes rust formation.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW: 

Our product range comprises two different models - ZK Small and ZK Large.

All our sheet tiles are made of high-quality galvanized sheet metal and come equipped with a 

lead apron.

QUALITY ASSURANCE:

We would like to emphasize that all our materials undergo careful inspection and production 

to adhere to the highest quality standards. Our products meet all necessary norms and requi-

rements to ensure reliable performance and durability.

MEASURES FOR RUST PREVENTION:
To maximize the lifespan of your ZK Universal PV Metal Tiles, please consider the following 

rust prevention measures:

Please note that there is no warranty for the appearance of our products, as external influen-

ces such as weather and environmental factors can affect the appearance over time. Howe-

ver, this does not impact the performance of your ZK Universal PV Metal Tiles. In the event 

that the user manual is not followed, damages cannot be ruled out, and in such cases, no 

warranty can be provided.

If you have any further questions or need assistance, 

we are at your disposal. 

Dear Customer,

We sincerely thank you for purchasing our high-quality ZK Universal PV Metal Tiles.

This user manual contains important information for the proper use and maintenance of our 

products, enabling you to maximize their performance and lifespan.
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